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How O2 measures customer experience to
drive focus

NPS is our headline
measure
We track how people feel about O2
and weather they would recommend
us Vs competitors
We survey around 25K O2 cxs and 12.5k competitors

Diagnostics show us what to
focus on
We dig deeper using specific
questions and surveys to identify
opportunities to drive action

18M surveys sent to customers each year 1.8m responses

10-15min survey using telephone (65%) and online
interviews 35%

90% of customers are invited to provide feedback
vie text message, 10% by email

As well as NPS, customers are also asked to rate
elements of their experience like network, tariff & billing

Our Fanbase hub is used to measure key customer
interactions / moments of truth

Why should we care about CSI?
The CSI survey is used to get rich insight at an individual Partner level and to ensure that the
scores are representative for Partners and can be used in the Partner commercials. We can use
this to dig deeper to identify opportunities and drive action. The CSI score is derived from the
answers to questions 1-5

Hi it's O2,
We would like to ask you
some questions about your
experience with us.
Where 1 means very
dissatisfied and 10 means
very satisfied
(All texts are FREE)

Good for identifying
insights, themes
and pain points at a
individual Partner
level

1. In general how satisfied or dissatisfied are you with O2?
2. How well does O2 meet with your expectation?
3. Try to imagine a mobile operator, perfect in all regards. How
close to this ideal is O2?
4. How satisfied are you with the designated partner who
manages your O2 account?
5. How easy is it to get the right help and support from your
designated O2 partner?
6. How likely is it that you would recommend O2 to a relative, friend
or colleague? (NPS)
7. Please tell us a little more about what has gone particularly well
with your designated partner? (ask if Q1 7,8,9,10)
8. Please tell us anything you feel could be improved with either your
designated partner or O2? (ask if Q1 1,2,3,4,5,6)

CSI is a rational response to your business & O2

Why should we care about NPS?

Good for identifying
insights, themes
and pain points at
an overall SMB
and partner
channel level

NPS is used globally across all customer leaders. The primary purpose of the Net Promoter Score
methodology is to evaluate customer loyalty to a brand or company. The ability to measure
customer loyalty is a more effective methodology to determine the likelihood that the
customer will buy again, talk up the company and resist market pressure to defect to a
competitor.

What is NPS?
It is derived from one question on a 0-10 scale and
asks:

Focus areas that drive NPS /
customer satisfaction:

“How likely is it that you would recommend O2 to a
relative, friend or colleague? On a scale of 0 (Not at
all likely) to 10 (Extremely likely)”

1.

Network

2.

Tariff

•

Promoters are customers who will recommend
O2 to family, friends and colleagues. They love us
and want to tell everyone about it. (scores of 9 or
10)

3.

Billing

4.

Communications (including
Partner comms)

•

Passives are customers who sit on the fence.
They are rationally satisfied, but not emotionally
connected. They will stay as long as it’s right for
them. (scores of 7 or 8)

5.

Overall Customer Service
(including Partner)

•

Detractors are customers who are unhappy with
us, have issues and voice their opinions in a
negative way. (scores of 0-6)

NPS is the customers emotional response to your business & O2

The link between NPS and commercial value
NPS is a relationship measure
Traditional

Reducing Detraction will protect
against churn

Network Quality
Channel

Detractors are far more likely to churn:

Communications
Billing

28%
40%

Mobile Device
Value

Super Detractors

3x

than Promoters

Gives Me More
Tariff
Rewarding Loyalty

32%

While building
Promotion will drive
growth

Gives me Access

Light Detractors

2x

than Passives

Promoters are more than
twice as likely to say they’ve
recommended O2 than
Detractors.

Of these, over half say
they’ve recommended us
more than once (up to 10
other people!)

Emotional
Association
Love
Inspires Me

In confidence

Moving Detractors to Passive, to Promoter can strengthen customer relationships and drive growth

Surveying the lead MPN performs 8PTS
higher Vs Oldest MPN
Sampling Methodology

Lead MPN Data Supplied
Sample Creation
We share your lead MPN &
accounts submission from
the previous quarter
Data Cleanse
Checks are done on the
sample data to remove
arrears, deceased etc.
You will then need to
provides a lead MPN with us Not enough data? Records
for each of their accounts
are selected from Nucleus
using the oldest MPN on
accounts
If an account is split over
For any accounts you can’t
more than 1 partner, the
supply Lead MPN data
partner who manages the
please tell us why
majority of MPNs will be
surveyed

The final sample file is
checked against Rev Share.

Surveying

Records are then randomly
selected from Nucleus

The data is passed to
Medallia to run the SMS
survey.

Accounts are removed if
they don’t appear on your
rev share.

The data is passed to
Quadrangle to run the
relationship survey.

Customers cannot be
surveyed in 2
consecutive quarters

Lead MPNs are really important because these are the customers who have a direct relationship with you

Red Flags and
Responses
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What is a Red Flag?
Red flags are triggered in both surveys. We have recently updated the NPS survey to follow best
practice which means that we ask all customers if they’d like a call back. We are updating the
alerts so that you only get them when the customer has requested a call back. This means you
will no longer receive alerts for anonymous customers and those who have said they don’t want a
call back. This will deliver a better experience for you and your customers

NPS
If a customer scores 1-4
(Dissatisfied) on any question in
the survey they are asked if they
would like someone from their
partner to contact them. Yes = Red
Flag

CSI
If a customer scores 1-4
(Dissatisfied) on any question in
the survey a red flag is
automatically generated. The
customer is not asked if they would
like a call back.

Why do we have red flags?
Quite simply, red flags make good business sense. See it as a warning flare. There have been
numerous studies into the value of red flags Closing The Loop, which show customers who receive
follow up calls after indicating they are dissatisfied or requesting one are 3 times less likely to
churn.
Red flags should be actioned within 48 Hours

First opportunity to
see that a
customer is
dissatisfied

Responses
Reminder:
•

Link to FanBASE:
https://www.o2fanbase.co.uk/o2/

•

Access provided by
fanBASE@O2.com

•

Alerts Management should be visible
in the header.

•

Review your alerts

•

Contact the customer

•

Close the alert

•

It's important for us to understand
what caused the customer to be
dissatisfied so we can put plans in
place to address issues. When you
close an alert a form will pop up to
capture some detail.

New Alert Notification
sent to you, which
allows 48 hours to
respond and close

Overdue Phase
Notification sent and
allows an additional 3
days to respond and
close. (a total of 5 days
since first red flag
notification)

Red flags should be actioned within 48 Hours

Too Late Phase
Notification sent but
system is locked and
will not allow notes to
be added.

Focusing on closing the loop for customers has a
significant impact on customers’ satisfaction/NPS
Why is focusing on red flags important?
For direct customers we surveyed customers who had received a
successful closing the loop contact, we found that:
• Closing the loop activity reduces NPS detractors by at least 18%
• And reduces dissatisfaction by 20%
• 9% of customers scored 9 or 10, vs an original score of 0-6. (A
double whammy of improvement in terms of NPS performance)

“The last time I had occasion to speak with an agent I
was treated with friendly and helpful service… I made a
comment that I didn't find it easy to navigate the
website that the very helpful agent made contact with
me, to help me on the back of my feedback. Her level
of customer service was exemplary.”

Red flags should be closed within 48 Hours

Customer Contract
Strategy
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Doing the right things by your customers
will have huge benefits
Will be more emotionally connected to the Partner and O2
Are loyal to you & O2
3 times more likely to stay with you
Are up to 7 times more likely to buy additional products and
services

Happy to refer your business to their friends and other
businesses

When you do the right things by customers, you will drive up customer metrics (NPS and CSI)

Customer Contract Strategy
Why?
Operating a ‘customer-first’ contact strategy builds
emotional value & relevance with your customers.
This will help you deliver a valuable and positive
experience to your customers throughout their
lifecycle.

What?
The customer contact strategy is built into 4 key
stages. Under each stage in the lifecycle we have
provided assets you can use as you wish to support
your interactions with the customer

Enabling you to optimize the customer experience for different customer segments and give you the ability
to deliver the right message at the right time

Customer Contract Strategy sections
Customers who are in regular contact with their respective Partner
are more satisfied

•
•
•

Business Proposal
Network Story
Why O2 messaging

•
•

•
•

Welcome email
Resign/Welcome
email
My O2 Business
Why O2 messaging

•
•
•
•
•

Campaigns &
Launches
Newsletter
Maintain Data
Loyalty
Quarterly account
review

•
•
•

Verbatim analysis
shows that lack of
proactive comms and
best plan advice can
leave customers feeling
they’re not valued or
getting enough value for
what they’re paying

Retention Why Partner
& O2
Re-sign email
Welcome back

When you do the right things by customers, you will drive up customer metrics (NPS and CSI)

What are we doing
to help?
Providing comms tools and ‘best practice’ templates –
including Why O2 messaging
•

‘Love your customer’ portal pages

•

Welcome and In life email templates

•

Proactive out of bundle and roaming email
templates

•

Renewal email templates

•

Updated QAR and BPR

•

Why O2 messaging toolkits to use within your
comms

•

Contact Strategy Template

Partner portal hub https://www.o2partnerhub.co.uk/love-your-customer

Lifecycle comms – drives customer loyalty
3-13 months
In-life relationship building

0-3 months
Decision & on boarding

18-24 months
Re-sign & grow

NEW: Monthly newsletter content to be uploaded to Partner Hub
Welcome email
Why?
•
It shows your customers that
you appreciate their business
•
Gives customers the
opportunity to ask any
questions they may have after
signing their contract

In-life email 1:
proposition
reminder
Why?
•
A reminder of
the benefits of
being with you
and O2

In-life email 2:
Employee
engagement
Why?
•
Ensure your
customers know
their employees
can benefit too.

Hello & Resign email
Why?
•
It shows your customers that
you appreciate their
continued business

Out of bundle email
Why?
•
Customers want to feel
valued and that they are
getting what they pay for

In-life email 3:
Keep your business
safe
Why?
•
Anticipate some of
the challenges
your customers
may face

Roaming email
Why?
•
40% of customers
believe that roaming is
poor value for money.

In-life email 4:
Workplace
productivity
Why?
•
Support your
customers with
digital
transformation

My O2 business email
Why?
• Support your customers by
giving them more control over
their billing & usage.

70% of all customer communications should be about building trust
Once every two months is the ‘sweet spot’ for sending new communications

Renewal emails:
Minus 9 mths
Minus 8 mths
Why?
•
It’s important to build
the connection with
customers in the run up
to their contract
expiring.
•
Reinforce your great
relationship and
encourage customers to
continue their business
with you.

Customer lifecycle emails
Welcome

Welcome part 1

Welcome part 2
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Customer lifecycle emails
In-life

Proposition reminder

My O2 Business

Business safe

Workforce productivity
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Customer lifecycle emails
Renewal

Minus 9

Minus 8

Minus 7
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Customer lifecycle emails
Re-sign

Re-sign
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Monthly Newsletter

Industry News

Building Loyalty
Enterprise Nation
Offer

AA Offer

Your Customer
Contract Strategy
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Lifecycle checklist- Ask yourself these questions
3-16 months
In-life relationship building

0-3 months
Decision & on boarding

18-24 months
Re-sign & grow

Share O2 assets & demonstrate comms in-life
Welcome email, Hello & Thanks
•
•

•

•
•

Do you send a welcome email
to the customer ?
Is the customer clear on what
they are committing to & what
they are getting (including any
fine print)?
Does the customer
understand their support
teams and how to raise
queries?
Do you use O2 assets or your
own?
Examples

In-life email 1:
proposition
reminder
•
Do you send a
reminder of all
the benefits of
being with you
and O2 ? Eg
why O2
messages

In-life email 2:
Employee
engagement
•
Do your
customers
understand how
their employees
can benefit from
O2?

Out of bundle email
•
Does your customer understand what they
are paying for? is it clear?
•
Do they know what they get for their
money & what is included in the tariff?
•
Do they know what they are paying on
OOB charges?

In-life email 3:
Keep your business
safe
•

Do your customers
understand &
anticipate some of
the challenges their
business faces in a
digital workplace?

In-life email 4:
Workplace
productivity
• Do your
customers
understand the
support available
to help them be
productive in a
digital workplace?

Roaming email
•
•
•

Renewal emails &
proposals:

•

•
•

Does your customer roam?
Do they believe they are getting value for
money when roaming?
Do they understand the options they have
for roaming?

70% of all customer communications should be about building trust
Once every two months is the ‘sweet spot’ for sending new communications

Do your customers
understand what value
you have added to their
business?
Are they clear on what
you will offer them
going forward?
Does the proposal
make this clear?

Customer Contact Strategy template
3-16 months
In-life relationship building

0-3 months
Early Life

18-24 months
Re-sign & grow

70% of all customer communications should be about building trust
Welcome email, Hello & Thanks
“Show me that you appreciate my
business”
Give your customers the
opportunity to ask any questions
they may have whilst building
loyalty & trust.

In-life relationship building
“Understand my business as I want to feel valued that I am are getting what I pay for. I
need my supplier to be flexible and understand my business in uncertain.”
Support your customer with digital transformation and anticipate some of the challenges
your customer may be facing. Delivering clear messaging on roaming and support on
Our of bundle usage.
Tools & Comms:

Tools & Comms:

Tools & Comms:

Tools & Comms:

Delivery method:

Delivery method:

Delivery method:

Delivery method:

Measurement:

Measurement:

Measurement:

Resign & grow
“Reinforce the great relationship and
encourage me to continue my
business with you.“
It’s important to build the connection
with customers in the run up to their
contract expiring.

Tools & Comms:
Delivery method:
Measurement:

Measurement:
Tools & Comms:

Tools & Comms:

Tools & Comms:

Delivery method:

Delivery method:

Delivery method:

Measurement:

Measurement:

Measurement:

Monthly Newsletters

5 Top Tips for your contact strategy

Dedicated
Account
Manager
personable
touch

Customer
contact
sweet spot:
Once every 2
months

Inspiration
through tech
is a way you
can
deliver more

Prove and
remind
customers of
the value
you offer

Build
Association
Customers are
warmer towards
brands who
are conscious of big
issues

Key take-outs

Ensure you have
a contact
strategy in place

Re-connect with
your customers
for fresh
conversations
about their
business

Use the insight
portal to identify
customers who
are breaking
bundle / out of
contract

Partner portal hub https://www.o2partnerhub.co.uk/love-your-customer

Use the hub
assets to support
you with content

Appendix

Best Practice on closing
Red Flags
•

Call the customer as soon as you can and always within 48 hours

•

If you can’t get hold of them on the first attempt, try again and then
leave a voicemail message explaining how they can get in touch and
explaining why you are calling .

•

If they don’t have voicemail, send an email instead

•

Make sure you acknowledge the customer’s issue or question and link
the call back to the survey they have done, make sure you thank them
for taking the time to give feedback

•

Update Fanbase to include details of your call and how any issues
have been resolved

Red flags should be actioned within 48 Hours

How to work out NPS & CSI score
Customers are asked to respond to the questions on a 1 – 10 scale but we need to
convert this to a 100 point scale to make it into CSI (Customer Service Index)
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Example
60% Promoters – 30% Detractors = 30
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AVERAGE OF 5
QUESTIONS

CSI
Score

37.0

